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Registration is Coming!

Class Meeting

DURING FEBRUARY & MARCH, ALL 9TH, 10TH, & 11TH GRADERS WILL
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING 

2023-2024 COURSE REGISTRATION TO-DO LIST:

CLASS MEETINGS WILL OCCUR ON FEB 21ST, 23RD, & 27TH, DURING ADVISER GROUP.
AT THIS MEETING, STUDENTS WILL HEAR ABOUT AVAILABLE COURSES AND MERCY'S
COURSE REGISTRATION PROCESS.

Course Guide Review
MERCY'S COURSE GUIDE CONTAINS GRADUATION REQUIREMENT DETAILS AND
UPDATED COURSE NAMES, DESCRIPTIONS AND REQUIRMENTS, STUDENTS
SHOULD USE THIS GUIDE TO MAKE THEIR PRELIMINARY COURSE CHOICES.

Course  Selection in Powerschool
EACH STUDENT MUST ENTER THEIR PRELIMINARY COURSE CHOICES INTO
POWERSCHOOL, PRIOR TO THEIR INDIVIDUAL REGISTRATION APPOINTMENT
WITH COUNSELING.

EACH STUDENT WILL BE ASSIGNED A DAY AND TIME TO MEET WITH THEIR
COUNSELOR TO REVIEW, DISCUSS, AND/OR CHANGE PRELIMINARY COURSE
CHOICES. 

Individual Registration Appointment

Submit Signed Registration Form

REGISTRATION IS COMPLETE ONCE THE REGISTRATION FORM IS SIGNED BY A
PARENT/GUARDIAN AND SUBMITTED TO COUNSELING.



Do These
Do These

5 Things
5 Things

and watch daily anxiety decrease!

Eat Healthy
adopting healthy eating habits will decrease the frequency and 

 intensity of anxious thoughts and feelings 

Prioritize Sleep
while we sleep, our bodies work to maintain brain function 

and support physical and mental health

Daily Exercise
move your body for a minimum of 10 minutes a day.

Express Your Feelings
express yourself through writing, art, or talk to a friend,

family member, or professional.

Meditation
research shows that meditation can be more beneficial than

most anti-anxiety medications



VISUAL LEARNER

Visual Learners best remember

information that is presented 

in written words, charts, 

diagrams, pictures, or symbols
AUDITORY LEARNER

KINESTETIC LEARNER

Auditory Learners best remember

information when it is

presented in conversation, song, 

Lecture, or read aloud. 

kinestetic Learners are 

hands-on learners who learn best

when multiple senses are activated.

They absorb information through

experience and activity.
CLICK HERE

to learn about your 
learning style
and tips on 

how to study!

http://www.educationplanner.org/students/self-assessments/learning-styles-quiz.shtml


COLLEGE FAIRS
College Fairs are an excellent way to

explore colleges. Whether you are a 9th

grader or a senior, you can learn about the

variety of options that exist. The NACAC

College Fair is a great opportunity to see

over 100 colleges from across the

country. The Metro-Detroit Fair is

Tuesday, April 18th. 

COLLEGE 
CORNER

Click Here 

to Register

https://www.nacacattend.org/fairs?utm_source=spring_attendee_launch&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=fairs_2023
https://www.nacacattend.org/fairs?utm_source=spring_attendee_launch&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=fairs_2023
https://www.nacacattend.org/fairs?utm_source=spring_attendee_launch&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=fairs_2023


Over the past few weeks, many colleges have released their admission decisions.

We have students in our building who are ecstatic, some who are sad and some

who are in limbo. These emotions, paired with the talk outside of the school

regarding decisions can create a lot of angst for seniors. 

ACCEPTED, DEFERRED, POSTPONED, DENIED, OH MY!

It’s important to place all these decisions in context of what they are - a

moment in the path of a person’s life. They are not a statement on who the

student is or their worth. If a student is denied, it stings. It hurts being told

no. Let’s flip the narrative. A student took a risk, they put themselves out

there - that’s brave. 

Deferrals (postponed - UM) can create different feelings. The sadness that

there is not an acceptance, but also an uncertainty about what is next. With

no decision being rendered, the student is left waiting. It’s important for

students to follow the directions in their portal for the college if they are

deferred and it is important to start to look at other options. This could

turn into an acceptance, but have a plan just in case it does not. 

A few years ago, I heard the term, “redirection” instead of denial - and I love

it! Denied implies the end of a pathway. In reality, a pathway has just been

redirected. Parents, teachers, aunts, uncles, almost all adults have been

redirected at some point in their lives - we can be great support and teachers

for our seniors as they navigate these feelings. Feel the feels. It’s ok to be

mad, angry, disappointed or sad. Then, focus on the pathways that remain.

Our seniors are more than a decision in a portal. Continued on next page



This blog by Eva Dodds from Root College Advising gives a light-hearted

explanation of institutional priority: It’s Deny and Here’s Why.

This blog by Rick Clark, Georgia Tech, talks about 3 Messages Parents of High

Schoolers need to hear about college admissions.

Seniors - don’t forget to share your decisions by entering our “Accepted” or

“Redirected” raffle in the counseling office!
Written by Mercy Counselor, Mrs. Holly Bennetts

Click below
to access 

this amazing 
104 page
document

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UA3-kZCynhgRV8Ubpagp8bNZrca4dIq7/view?usp=sharing
https://rootcollegeadvising.com/blogs/the-root/its-a-deny-and-heres-why
https://sites.gatech.edu/admission-blog/author/rc218/


Monthly
mindfulness

In March, we are going to focus on mindset mindfulness as a
mindfulness skill. it is healthy to express emotions, the positive
and negative ones. It is also necessary to vent every once in a
while. Have you ever paid attention to how often we simply
complain though? Often when we are living in "auto-pilot" mode,
we are unaware of just how much unnecessary negativity we speak
into the world. 

This month, rather than engaging in unconscious complaining, let's
kick the habit! In the counseling office, you will find a jar of
bracelets. wear this bracelet every day this month. When you
hear/feel yourself saying a negative comment or complaint, move
the bracelet to your other arm. do this all day.

moving your bracelet (or encouraging others to move theirs) when
complaints appear will bring this unnecessary negativity to your
consciousness and increase your self awareness. The goal would
then be to decrease how often you complain, attempting to go an
entire day without needing to move the bracelet.

February
In february, we are going to focus on gratitude as a
mindfulness skill. When we are in "auto-pilot" mode, or not
living mindfully, we often fail to recognize and appreciate
the wide spectrum of things (people, places, experiences,
actual things, etc.) that we are grateful for. 

This month, rather than let your autothoughts overshadow
your gratitude, take 60 seconds each day to note at least
one thing you are grateful for. 

Need a cheat sheet? see the last page! 
need a reminder? Click Here to sign up for daily reminders!

march

https://www.remind.com/join/efhc7e


 

 




